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USE OF MERCURIC BROMIDE AS A HEAVY LIQIIID
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ABsrRAcr

Molten mercuric bromide (rrgBrz) has been used as a heavy liquid for separa'-
ing high density minerals. The tiquid has a density of E.Og grq/cms at 2EA C.

A method has been developed using mercuric bromide (HgBrr)
as a heavy liquid in the separation of high density minerals. Mercuric
bromide, a solid at room temperature, has a melting point of 286.C
and a boiling point of.322?c. Mercuric bromide is moderately soluble
in hot water and ethanol, and is highly soluble in methanof (weast,
1966). The density of liquid mercuric bromide as a function of tem-
perature (d,r) is given by the equation d"r : 5.gggg - 0.0082881 T
(qC) for the interval 2J6-227.C (Janz and. Melntyre, 1962). This
yields a density of 5.08 gm/cm3 at 2b0"C.

TncnNreun
Two variations in technique were tried. rn the first, a heavy walled

glass tube about five inches long was seared at one end. Mercuric
bromide was interlayered with mineral crystals in the tube. The
open end was then sealed. The closed tube was suspended entirely in an
oil bath and heated to 25a-260"c. The liquid was agitated by quickly
inverting the tube and by tapping it against the sides of the oit nath.

In the second method, an open tube was used, and the mineral
grains could then be stirred with a heated glass rod. This method
has the disadvantage of allowing toxic mercuric bromide vapor rio
escape, but allows better agitation of the liquid and thus more corn-
plete mineral separation. Escape of the mercuric bromide vapor
was minimized by allowing the test tube to protrucle far above the
surface of the oil bath. Thus, most of the escaping vapor condensed
onto the sides of the test tube above the level of the oil bath. During
a normal separation about 5 percent of the mercuric bromide was
volatilized. only about 0.3 percent escaped the tube entirely, the
remainder recondensing onto the sides of the tube. This did not have
any apparent effect on the mineral separation. All separations were
done in a fume hood to minimize the danger from toxic mercurlc
bromide vapor.
'After separation of the phases the tuber was raised out of the

oil bath and allowed to cool quickly to prevent denser mercuric
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bromide crystals that were solidifying at the liquid-air interface from

dragging floating mineral grains downward.
After cooling, the tube was scored and broken transversely between

its base and the top of the mercuric bromide layer. This separated

the denser crystals which had settled to the bottom of the tube from

the less dense crystals which had floated to the surface of the liquid.

The two halves of the tube were placed in separate beakers, and the

mercuric bromide was dissolved in methanol.
By evaporation of the solvent the mercuric bromide can be re-

crystallized and reused. Mercuric bromide contains filaments of in-

soluble material; however, these filaments can be swirled into suspen-

sion, decanted, and filtered without loss of separated material. The

mercuric bromide was not observed to attack or etch any of the

minerals separated by this method, but it did attack the surface of

aluminum weighing pans.
Liquid mercuric bromide is fluid enough for mineral separations

b tate place quickly. 0.1 to 0.5 mm grains were usually separated
wit'hin 10 minutes. Although mercuric bromide liquid is nearly

opaque, the extent of the separation can be observed by raising the

tube momentarily out of the oil bath and shining a strong light

through the liquid. This silhouettes suspended mineral grains. The

entire procedure requires less than three hours.

The HgBr2 molecule is the predominant species in the solid, liquid,

and vapor. The principal dissociation reaction is probably 2H$t2 :

HgBt- * HgBr (Thorne and Roberts, 1954) ' However, dissociation

is slight. For example, in the liquid, the degree of dissociation at

250"C is 2 x l(hs (Durrant and Durrant, 1962). For the reaction

HSt, - Hg * Br2, releasing free mercury vapor' the degree of

dissociation al 250oc calculated from thermochemical data (stull,

1965) is approximately 3 X 1fr14. The calculated dissociation does

not increase significantly below 322"c, the boiling point of mercuric

bromide. Therefore, there is probably little physiological danger from

elemental mercury released due to dissociation of mercuric bromide.

However, mercuric bromide is highly toxic and care must be exereised

in its use.

Rnsur,rs

Table 1 gives the densities of several heavy minerals, indicating

those which may be separated by this technique. This technique
has been used to separate uraninite from zircon in artificial mixtures,

and to separate monazite, uranothorite, microlite, and polycrase from

a fluvial sand from British columbia. The artificial mixture yielded
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virtually pure mineral separates ()99 percent). Contamination of
the dense fraction of the separated fluvial sand with minerals of
density less than 5.1 was also minor. Pyrite was the major con-
taminant with subsidiary zircon and ilmenite. Although these three
minerals represented about 90 percent of the material introduced
into the mercuric bromide liquid, they usually represented no more
than 4 percent of the material in the dense fractions obtained in a
single stage separation.
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reviewed the manuscript and made numerous helpful suggestions for its im-
provement.
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Agsrrucr

The efiect of varying ILO fugacity on th€ oxygen fugacity in hydrothermal
experiments is analyzed for both the solid external buffer and the controlled
hydrogen pressure methods. Lowering of H"O fugacity in the experimental charge
either by a second species in the vapor phase, or by the absence of a free vapor
phase, lowers the oxygen fugacity in the charge.

h.trnolucrrox

Within the last fifteen yeaxs, great, strides have been made in the
study of the geochemistry of elements with variable oxidation states
by means of the solid buffer technique (Eugster, 1957) and by the
use of gas mixtures (Shaw, 1967). One of the basic assumptions
inherent in the use of these buffering techniques to control oxygen
fugacity is that the charge contains abundant water. (Shaw, 1967;
Eugster, 1957) Recently, experiments have been conducted in which
the availability of water has been purposely limited (Whitney and




